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My  intentions  for  this  talk:
Convey  in  accessible  words  the  interest  and  developments  in  novel  computing  technologies,  
with  an  emphasis  on  superconductivity.
This  talk  will  not  be  a  comprehensive  review,  nor  a  complete  account  for  all  the  groups
working  on  these  topics  or  the  latest  news,  and  I  will  avoid  all  kinds  of  detail.
What  is  the  problem?
1:	  	  Energy	  consumption	  becomes	  a	  major	  complication,	  also	  limiting	  speed	  of	  computation.
2:	  	  Current	  ‘Von	  Neumann’	  computing	  paradigm	  has	  inherent	  limitations	  in	  cracking	  very	  complex	  problems.
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Urgently  needed:  New  materials  and  concepts for  energy-­‐efficient  electronics:
➞
➞
Magnetic  flux  quanta  
as  carriers  of  information
A.A.	  Abrikosov
(1928	  – 2017)
Flux  quantization  is  the  basis  for  many  superconducting  
electronics  /  sensing  devices
RSFQ	  Flip	  Flop
(adapted	  from	  S.	  Narayana	  &	  V.	  Semenov)
RSFQ	  Circuit
(Hypres)
Consumption	  of	  Microprocessor	  with	  Low-­‐Voltage	  RSFQ	  Circuit	  	  	  
(from	  Prof.	  A.	  Fujimaki – Nagoya)
CORE1α	  Prototype	  with	  
Conventional	  RSFQ	  (2003)	  [1]
CORE1α	  with	  Low-­‐Voltage	  
RSFQ (2013)	  [2]
Technology ISTEC	  2.5-­‐kA/cm2STP AIST	  10-­‐kA/cm2ADP
Size,	  JJ	  Count 2.56	  mm	  x	  2.12	  mm, 4999 JJs 1.38	  mm	  x	  1.71	  mm, 3869	  JJs
Bias Voltage 2.5	  mV 0.5	  mV
Power 1.6	  mW 0.23	  mW
Multilayered	  PTLs	  introduced
JJ	  count:	  -­‐23%,	  area:	  -­‐50%	  
Thomas	  Ortlepp,	  	  	  Ilmenau	  University	  of Technology	  &	  CiS Research	  Institute,	  Germany	  	  	  
T.	  May	  et	  al.	  Proceedings	  of	  SPIE	  
6949	  (2008),	  69490C
Photograph  – T.  Ortlepp,    
Ilmenau  University  of  
Technology,  Germany
T.  Ortlepp  et  al.,  Optics  
Express,  19  (2011)  18593











J.	  Kunert	  at	  al.
IEEE	   TAS,	  23,	  (2013)
1101707
300	  pixel	  TES	  array	  with	  
integrated	  SQUID	  
multiplexer	  for	  Atacama	  
Pathfinder	  experiment	  
(APEX)	  in	  Chili
Photograph  – T.  May
IPHT  Jena,  Germany
 
Hilgenkamp,  Ariando,  Smilde,  Blank,  Rijnders,  Rogalla,  
Kirtley &  Tsuei,  Nature   422,  50-­‐53  (2003)
YBCO-­‐Nb RSFQ  circuit  
Ortlepp,  Ariando,  Mielke,   Verwijs,   Foo,   Rogalla,  
Uhlmann &  Hilgenkamp,   Science 312,   1495  (2006)
Status  of  RSFQ:
Proven	  concept	  for	  ultra-­‐fast	  and	  energy-­‐efficient	  information	  processing.	  
(approx.	  1%	  of	  CMOS,	  clock	  frequencies	  of	  10’s	  of	  GHz	  feasible)	  
In	  use	  in	  specialty	  applications.
For	  VLSI,	  major	  steps	  need	  to	  be	  made	  in	  controllable	  high-­‐Jc Josephson	  junction	  fabrication	  
on	  the	  nanoscale	  and	  in	  development	  of	  cryogenic	  memory	  concepts.
Operation	  at	  4.2K	  is	  foreseen	  (Nb as	  the	  superconductor	  of	  choice).	  Systems	  integration,	  
wiring	  etc.	  	  are	  challenging,	  but	  should	  be	  solvable.
Major	  industrial-­‐academic	  partnership	  programs	  in	  Japan	  and	  USA,	  but	  funding	  in	  EU	  is	  
lagging	  behind.
IARPA	  C3	  Program
Goal;	  	  demonstrate	  a	  complete	  superconducting	  computer	  
incl.	  processor	  and	  memory
3+2	  years
Rationale:	  Towards	  exa-­‐scale	  computer	  with	  reasonable	  energy	  requirements
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Classical  bits Quantum  bits  (qubits)
10 |0〉 |1〉
Ψ =	  0	  or
Ψ =	  1












Bits	  and	  Qubits (quantum-­‐bits)
0 1
1	  bit 1	  qubit
0 1
















1	  bit	  	  	  	  :	  	  2	  possibilities	  (0	  and	  1)	  	  	  	  
50	  bits	  	  :	  	  1.125.899.906.842.620	  possibilities
2	  bits	  	  	  :	  2x2	  =	  4	  possibilities	   (00,	  01,	  10,	  11)











M.H.	  Devoret and	  R.J.	  Schoelkopf,	  
Science 339,	  1169	  (2013)
J.	  Clarke	  and	  F.K.	  Wilhelm,










Y.	  Nakamura	  et	  al.,	  Nature 1999J.E.	  Mooij et	  al.,	  Science 1999
4	  Qubit Chip	  (U.C.	  Santa	  Barbara)
Dilution	  refrigerator
(QUTECH	  -­‐ TU	  Delft)
M.	  Steffen	  et	  al.	  (IBM)
Phys.	  Rev.	  B 86,	  100506	  (2012)
Status  of  (Superconducting)  Quantum  Computation:
Potential	  to	  solve	  problems	  with	  many	  possible	  outcomes,	  that	  cannot	  be	  solved	  otherwise.	  
NB:	  Not	  a	  general	  purpose	  computer!
Qubits are	  being	  developed,	  and	  entanglement	  to	  the	  level	  of	  about	  10	  qubits is	  obtained.
Upscaling	  to	  the	  required	  100,	  1000	  or	  more	  qubits is	  still	  an	  enormous	  step	  to	  take.
Great	  science	  and	  potential	  for	  spin	  off,	  but	  overclaimsare	  too	  easily	  made	  with	  
respect	  to	  (near-­‐term)	  use	  of	  quantum	  computation.
Operation	  at	  lowest	  possible	  temperatures	  (typically	  10-­‐15mK).	  Enormous	  challenges	  
regarding	  e.g.	  wiring	  and	  control.	  
Room	  for	  new	  paradigms,	  such	  as	  topological	  quantum	  computation.
‘ENIAC’	  computer,	  
Univ.	  Philadelphia,	  1955
IBM	  Watson,	  2017

